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It has been shown in earlier works that the vertices of Platonic solids are good measurement choices
for tests of Einstein-Podolsky-Rosen (EPR)-steering using isotropically entangled pairs of qubits.
Such measurements are regularly spaced, and measurement diversity is a good feature for making
EPR-steering inequalities easier to violate in the presence of experimental imperfections. However,
such measurements are provably suboptimal. Here, we develop a method for devising optimal
strategies for tests of EPR-steering, in the sense of being most robust to mixture and inefficiency
(while still closing the detection loophole, of course), for a given number n of measurement settings.
We allow for arbitrary measurement directions, and arbitrary weightings of the outcomes in the
EPR-steering inequality. This is a difficult optimisation problem for large n, so we also consider
more practical ways of constructing near-optimal EPR-steering inequalities in this limit.
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I. INTRODUCTION

It is one of the most well-known and unintuitive fea-
tures of quantum mechanics that entangled quantum sys-
tems can, in a way that disturbed Einstein, instanta-
neously affect each other. Specifically, the famous Ein-
stein, Podolsky, and Rosen (EPR) paper of 1935 [1],
which made the first prediction of this feature, used it to
argue that quantum mechanics itself must be incomplete.
The EPR paper presents a thought experiment involving
a maximally entangled state of two systems, for which
measurement of the first (Alice’s) system forces the sec-
ond (Bob’s) system into one of a set of basis states, with
the basis depending on the choice of measurement made
upon the first. That is, Alice’s choice of measurement de-
termines which of Bob’s observables is predictable by her.
But EPR implicitly rule out instantaneous action-at-a-
distance, assuming that “no real change can take place
in the second system in consequence of anything that
may be done to the first system,” (that is, Bob’s system
is not disturbed [2], explaining why Einstein was). Hence
they conclude that these different observables must have
well-defined values regardless of Alice’s choice of mea-
surement. But quantum mechanics forbids simultaneous
values for non-commuting observables. Thus, they say,
“the wave function does not provide a complete descrip-
tion of the physical reality.”

Contrary to EPR, Schrödinger argued, in the same
year [3], that quantum mechanics was not incomplete,
but idealised. He used the term “steering” for the effect
EPR identified, namely that “as a consequence of two
different measurements performed upon the first system,
the second system may be left in states with two different
[types of] wavefunctions.” But he thought this was unre-
alistic when describing systems that are spatially distant,
because some sort of decoherence would prevent the en-
tanglement from being established in such situations. In

this way, he, too, thought that instantaneous action at
a distance could be kept out of the most fundamental
description of reality.

The EPR paper advocated the possibility of local hid-
den variables (LHVs) in quantum systems which would
account for the illusory (in their view) nonlocality in the
theory [4, 5]. However, it was proved by Bell in 1964
[6] that there exist predictions of quantum mechanics for
which no possible LHV model could account. Finally, in
1982, examples of Bell nonlocality were experimentally
realised [7]. Even without a loophole-free test of Bell
nonlocality, it has become widely accepted that (contrary
to Schrödinger’s hope) entanglement can exist over long
distances, and that Bell nonlocality is real.

Entanglement and Bell nonlocality have been rigor-
ously defined for decades; however, it was not until rel-
atively recently (2007 [8, 9]) that the particular class
of nonlocality described in the EPR paper was actually
formalised. The ability of an entangled quantum state
to nonlocally affect another (though not necessarily vice
versa [10–12]; see also [27]) has come to be known as
EPR-steering [13–16].

The nonlocality described in the EPR paper had
been studied mainly in the context of their position–
momentum example (see, e.g., [17, 18]) but the formal no-
tion introduced in Ref. [9] has opened the door to a series
of new experiments. Following the first demonstration of
this general notion of EPR-steering in [14], three exper-
iments have each closed the detection loophole in tests
of EPR-steering. One did so while also closing the local-
ity loophole over 48 m [19] (thus definitively disproving
Schrödinger’s suggested resolution of the EPR paradox).
Another closed the detection loophole with only two dif-
ferent measurements (as in the original EPR scenario) by
employing state-of-the-art transition edge detectors [20].
The remaining paper closed the detection loophole using
commonplace photon detectors while also enduring the
losses of transmitting the measured photons through an
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extra kilometre of fibre-optic cable [15].

The accomplishments of this third paper are due to
the highly loss-tolerant EPR-steering criteria that it em-
ployed to rigorously close the detection loophole. Ref-
erence [21] describes the formulation of these criteria in
more detail, also showing them to be more loss-tolerant
than another class of EPR-steering criteria (which in-
cludes those used in Refs. [19, 20]). In this paper, we
reconsider those criteria and reveal that they are actu-
ally not optimally loss-tolerant EPR-steering criteria. In
doing so, we demonstrate a method for optimising similar
tests of EPR-steering, and show that the optimal mea-
surement strategies for such an experiment are just as
practicable, significantly more more loss-tolerant in some
regimes, and are (unlike those used in Ref. [15]) applica-
ble for an arbitrary number of different measurements by
Alice.

In Sec. II of this paper, we briefly review the opera-
tional definition of EPR-steering and the family of states
we consider in this paper. In Sec. III we review lin-
ear EPR-steering criteria, including postselection, then
identify and close the inefficient detection loophole this
potentially incurs [22, 23]. We then review, in Sec. IV,
the EPR-steering criteria obtained when using Platonic
solid measurement strategies. We discuss the limitations
of Platonic solid strategies, including their inherent re-
strictions in measurement number n (i.e., n ≤ 10), and
consider geodesic solid strategies (introduced for n = 16
in Ref. [15]), which circumvent this restriction.

Going from Platonic solids to geodesic solids is a more
radical step than it may first appear. Because it is no
longer the case that every vertex is equivalent to ev-
ery other, a non-trivial constraint can be used to obtain
stronger criteria (than those in Ref. [15]): that, when
post-selection by Alice is allowed, the probability of a
null result be independent of Alice’s measurement choice.
Moreover, there is no longer any symmetry-based jus-
tification for all vertices to be equally weighted; for a
geodesic solid comprising two dual Platonic solids (such
as the n = 16 of Ref. [15], and n = 7 here) even tighter
criteria will result from weighting the two sets differ-
ently. All this is introduced in Sec. IV, and serves as
a springboard to the completely general consideration in
Sec. V. There, we allow arbitrary arrangements of n ver-
tices, with arbitrary weighting of each vertex, and find
still tighter criteria for n ranging from 4 to 8. For the
states we consider, these are the most loss-tolerant EPR-
steering criteria possible for any chosen number of mea-
surements, n. We conclude in Sec. VI with a discussion
of experimental practicalities and future work. Therein,
we address the benefits and difficulties presented by the
most optimal measurement strategies for each n, and con-
sider whether optimality alone necessarily makes these
the best possible choices for constructing experimental
tests of EPR-steering.

II. TESTS OF EPR-STEERING

The operational definition of EPR-steering that we em-
ploy in this paper is such that one experimental party,
Bob, possesses a quantum state, and another party, Al-
ice, claims to possess a state that is entangled with Bob’s.
Bob asks Alice to make one out of a pre-specified set of
measurements on her state, and inform him of her results.
Using both Alice’s results and the results of his own mea-
surements on his system, Bob then calculates the value
of some EPR-steering parameter and is only convinced
that Alice is telling the truth if there is no local hidden
state (LHS) model which could attain the same value.

LHS models assume that Bob’s quantum state is preex-
isting, and can only depend on Alice’s results as much as
can be explained by some local (to Alice) hidden variable
that may be correlated with Bob’s state. This is used to
define EPR-steering bounds by constructing a theoreti-
cal limit on some property of Bob’s system, based on the
assumption that Bob’s quantum system cannot be nonlo-
cally affected by Alice’s measurements. Thus, a violation
of this limit demonstrates EPR-steering.

The EPR-steering criteria that we will use are based
upon measurements of qubit observables (typcially pho-
ton polarisation, but we will also use the terminology
of spin). Moreover, we specialise to criteria suitable for
two-photon entangled states that are Werner states:

ραβ = µ|ψs〉〈ψs|+ (1− µ)
Iαβ

4
, (1)

where |ψs〉 represents the spin singlet state: |ψs〉 =

(1/
√

2)(|0〉α ⊗ |1〉β − |1〉α ⊗ |0〉β). The α and β super-
scripts respectively denote properties of Alice’s and Bob’s
subsystems. The second term represents pairs of qubits
that are uncorrelated, and the first term represents qubits
that are maximally entangled. Thus the purity param-
eter µ ≤ 1 determines the degree of entanglement in
the ensemble ραβ , with entanglement being present for
µ > 1/3 [24].

III. LINEAR CONVEX CRITERIA

We will consider EPR-steering criteria that are anal-
ogous to (linear) entanglement witnesses [25]. That is,
the expectation value of a correlation function between
Alice and Bob’s spin measurements, summed over the
measurement settings. Since in tests of EPR-steering we
cannot trust Alice’s detectors or the results she states
[8, 9], this correlation function must be defined gener-
ally as a classical expectation value over Alice’s reported
result Ar, denoted by EAr , as follows:

Sn = − 1

n

n∑
r=1

EAr
[
Ar〈σ̂βr 〉Ar

]
, (2)

where each r denotes a particular measurement setting on
the Bloch sphere, and n denotes the total number of such
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settings. Bob’s qubit observable is σ̂βr , and Ar ∈ {−1, 1}
is the result Alice submits for her measurement. We can
restrict Alice’s results to these values of equal magnitude
because of the symmetry of the Werner state.

If Alice, and her detectors, were trustworthy, then the
result Ar would correspond to a measurement of her
qubit observable σ̂αr . Then the correlation function be-
tween Alice and Bob’s results can be written as

Sn = − 1

n

n∑
r=1

∑
Ar

P (Ar)Ar〈σ̂βr 〉ρβAr (3)

= − 1

n

n∑
r=1

〈σ̂αr σ̂βr 〉, (4)

where ρβAr is the state of Bob’s system, conditioned upon
Ar being the result of Alice’s measurement. If Alice and
Bob share an entangled state as in Eq. (1), and σ̂αr = σ̂βr ,
then the value of this function is easily shown to be µ.

However, Bob must consider that Alice might not share
an entangled state with him, and could be employing an
LHS model, in which case Sn would be calculated from

Sn = − 1

n

∑
ξ

P (ξ)

n∑
r=1

Ar,ξ〈σ̂βr 〉ρβξ , (5)

where ξ represents the local hidden variable(s) inherent
to Bob’s system, upon which Alice bases her knowledge
of Bob’s state. In this scenario, Bob receives each state

ρβξ with probability P (ξ), and Alice submits results Ar,ξ
dependent upon both r and ξ. This expression relies on
the assumption that there is an LHS model of Bob’s sys-
tem, the existence of which means that there is a bound
upon Eq. (5) that is not present in a quantum mechanical
system [13].

In order to ensure that this is as rigorous a test as pos-
sible, in defining our EPR-steering bound we will assume
that Alice controls anything that depends upon the hid-

den variable(s), ξ; namely, P (ξ), ρβξ , and Ar,ξ. Note that
the only thing that does not have any dependence upon
ξ is Bob’s choice of measurement. The assumption of
locality in this LHS model is manifested in Alice’s inabil-
ity to influence or predict Bob’s measurement choice. To
this end, we must assume that Bob randomises the order
in which he performs each of his measurements, and that
Alice does not have foreknowledge of, or access to, his
random number generation (this is referred to in other
works as the Free Will Assumption [6], which we will not
be further addressing).

Under the above conditions, it is apparent that
−
∑
r Ar,ξ〈σ̂βr 〉ρβξ is bounded above by

∑
r |〈σ̂βr 〉ρβξ |, which

is always achievable by choosing a suitable sign for Ar,ξ.
A proof of this, and of which ensembles of states a cheat-
ing Alice can use to attain this optimal value, are given
in Ref. [21]. But if the only concern is to maximise Sn
(an assumption to which we will return in Sec. V) then

this can clearly be achieved for a single state ρβξ .

Even if there were more than one state that maximised
Sn, there is no reason (at this stage) for Alice to use more
than one. Therefore, we can take P (ξ) = 1 for that state,
and ξ will now denote any choice that maximises Sn.
TheAr,ξ values corresponding to this choice are obviously
Ar,ξ = −sign(〈σ̂βr 〉ρβξ ). However, to evaluate the bound

on Sn it is more convenient to keep Ar, writing

Sn = − 1

n

n∑
r=1

Ar,ξ〈σ̂βr 〉ρβξ = −

〈
1

n

n∑
r=1

Ar,ξσ̂
β
r

〉
ρβξ

,

with the representation on the right being included to
highlight that this entire value can be considered as the
expectation value of an operator. To seek out the largest
possible value of this expression, we will use the fact that
the largest possible expectation value of any operator is
equal to the largest eigenvalue of that operator. There-
fore, the EPR-steering bound we can derive for Sn is

Sn ≤ kn ≡ max
{Ar}

[
λmax

(
1

n

n∑
r=1

Arσ̂
β
r

)]
, (6)

where λmax denotes the maximum eigenvalue of this op-
erator, and the other maximisation is over the n values
of Ar.

It should be noted that the normalisation factor of 1/n
in all of the above expressions, stemming from its intro-
duction in Eq. (2), is generally paired with the sum over
n measurements so that the values of Sn (and related
quantities) are limited to −1 ≤ Sn ≤ 1. This restricts
the values of Sn to the same range for any n-value, al-
lowing meaningful comparison between them. While it
seems logical to weight each measurement result equally,
by applying 1/n to each term or to the whole sum, we
will re-evaluate this assumption in Sec. IV.C.

A. The Inefficient Detection Loophole

In keeping with our assumption of locality, any null
results that Bob obtains for his measurements cannot be
predicted by, or used to any advantage by a cheating
Alice in an LHS model. Because we trust that Bob’s
state, and his measurement thereof, is governed by our
quantum mechanical model of it, we can assume that
Bob’s probability of missing any result is independent of
the value that result would have taken (had it not been
null). Therefore, we will assume that the probability dis-
tribution of the results Bob did not obtain would have
been the same as the probability distribution of Bob’s
measured results.

This is known as a fair sampling assumption (FSA),
and is generally valid for quantum systems as it is based
upon the principles of quantum mechanics (in the be-
haviour of detectors). However, since we cannot assume
that Alice’s results are generated through measurement
of a quantum state, we cannot apply any FSA to her
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results in any test of EPR-steering (which is, in part, a
test of quantum mechanics itself). To simply postselect
out any of Alice’s null results would open an inefficient
detection loophole in our test.

B. Inequalities Allowing Post-selection

Even though the FSA cannot be made for Alice, this
does not mean that it is not permissible to postselect
on Alice getting (or claiming to get) a non-null result.
This postselection is permissible as long as the bound kn
in the inequality Eq. (6) is adjusted (to a higher value,
naturally), to take into account the extra flexibility of-
fered to a dishonest Alice if she is allowed to submit
null results with a certain probability 1 − ε. Since Bob
has no way of knowing whether this probability is due
to genuine inefficiencies or not, we refer to ε (such that
0 ≤ ε ≤ 1), as Alice’s apparent efficiency. Alice’s optimal
cheating strategies, which gives us the new bounds kn(ε)
for the post-selected correlation function, were derived in
Ref. [15], with more details in Ref. [21]. The analysis in
the remainder of the present paper builds on this, so we
briefly review it here.

If Alice chooses to submit non-null results only for
a predetermined set of m measurement settings, with

m ≤ n, her optimal ρβξ is defined by the values of these
m settings. Such a strategy can be referred to as a deter-
ministic strategy, and the maximal Sn values obtainable
with such a strategy are calculated to be

Dn(εm) = max
{Ar}εm

[
λmax

(
1

n

∑
r

Arσ̂
β
r

)]
, (7)

where εm = m/n is the apparent efficiency associated
with any such strategy, which is necessarily constrained
to be εm ∈ {1/n, 2/n, . . . , (n− 1)/n, 1}. The sum in the
above expression can be over either n or m settings, since
the maximisation over {Ar} is constrained such that a
portion εmn = m of the Ar values will be nonzero.

An experimental determination of Sn would require
many repetitions for each of the n settings, and Alice
is not constrained to choose the same measurements to
be null in every iteration, nor even to choose the same
number of nulls in every iteration. If Alice uses a com-
bination of deterministic strategies—a nondeterministic
strategy—she is also able to avoid constraining her ap-
parent efficiency to be ε ∈ {εm}. If using a nondetermin-
istic strategy, the maximal Sn value attainable for any
apparent efficiency ε is

Kn(ε) = max
{wm}

[
n∑

m=1

wmDn(εm)

]
, (8)

where wm defines the weighting with which Alice uses
each deterministic strategy, each of which is defined by its
apparent efficiency, εm. Thus, the sum over m indexes all
optimal deterministic strategies Alice could use (there is

no benefit for Alice to ever use suboptimal deterministic
strategies, so they are not considered). The weightings
wm are normalised by

∑n
m wm = 1, and constrained such

that
∑n
m=1 wmεm = ε. It can be seen from the form of

Eq. (8) that Kn(εm) ≥ Dn(εm) ∀εm.
The above construction gives the bound a dishonest Al-

ice can achieve for the non-postselected correlation func-
tion. Since she declares non-null results with probability
ε (which is a quantity Bob directly calculates from the
statistics of her declared results), the bound on the post-
selected function Sn will be

kn(ε) =
1

ε
Kn(ε). (9)

IV. BOB’S MEASUREMENT STRATEGIES

Linear EPR-steering criteria of the above form have
been studied before, both with the FSA for Alice [14]
and without (i.e., closing the detection loophole) [15, 21].
In all of these works, measurement orientations that are
regularly spaced about the Bloch sphere were used. That
is, the spacing between vertices is the same for any pair
of nearest neighbours. The only such arrangements that
exist are those with 2, 3, 4, 6, or 10 different measure-
ment axes, which correspond to the vertices of the three-
dimensional Platonic solids (with the exception of n = 2
for which the tetrahedron, whose vertices do not come in
antipodal pairs, was replaced by the square). Regularly
spaced measurements are as far apart as it is possible to
be from their nearest neighbours on the Bloch sphere,
and in this sense are as different as possible. This min-

imises the ability of Alice to choose a state ρβξ that leads

to high values of 〈σ̂βr 〉ρβξ for many σ̂βr . Intuitively, this

seems like a good choice for making it as hard as possi-
ble for a cheating Alice to obtain high Sn values, thereby
making the rigorous EPR-steering bounds as low as pos-
sible, and thus making it as easy as possible for an hon-
est Alice to violate the bound. It should be noted that
this reasoning would not necessarily apply for all kinds
of photon polarisation states, as it relies on the symme-
try of Werner states, which are invariant under identical
unitary transformations performed on both sides.

Figure 1 displays the EPR-steering bounds calculated
from Eq. (9) with measurement orientations defined by
Platonic solid vertices. Looking closely at this graph,
one can observe that the Platonic solid measurements for
n = 4 are clearly not optimal in general, since they give
a bound above that for n = 3 for 0.48 . ε . 0.58. An
optimal set of four measurements would never require a
higher degree of correlation to demonstrate EPR-steering
than any set of three measurements. We will return to
this issue in Sec. V.

Recall that for a Werner state the degree of post-
selected correlation Sn is µ, which can approach unity.
Thus we see that for µ close to one, the bounds kn(ε)
are quite loss-tolerant, especially as n increases. In-
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FIG. 1: Deterministic (the points) and nondeterministic (the
lines) postselected bounds on Sn, using Platonic solid mea-
surements (and geodesic measurements, for n = 16).

deed, if µ = 1, EPR-steering is demonstrable so long
as ε > 1/n. Moreover, in almost all places, use of more
measurements results in EPR-steering bounds that are
more loss-tolerant.

However, regularly spaced measurementsets do not ex-
ist for any n above 10, so we must abandon our scheme
of using regularly spaced measurements if we wish to use
n > 10. But on the other hand, our restriction to regu-
larly spaced measurements was based upon the intuition
that they were the best choice for their respective num-
bers of measurements, whereas this is demonstrably not
true everywhere, as discussed above. Therefore, there
may be little reason to continue imposing this condition,
and little reason to thusly limit our measurement num-
ber.

A. Geodesic Solids

The reader may notice that Fig. 1 includes not only
the Platonic solid bounds mentioned above, but also in-
cludes a bound for n = 16 measurements, which cannot
correspond to any Platonic solid. This was derived, and
employed experimentally, in Ref. [15]. The measurement
orientations used to obtain this bound correspond to the
vertices of a shape that incorporates the vertices of the
icosahedron (n = 6) and the dodecahedron (n = 10),
face-centred on one another (as these two shapes are a
dual pair). The resulting arrangement of vertices creates
a shape that is a geodesic solid—each face is an isoce-
les triangle, so its neighbouring vertices are not regularly
spaced, but are quite close to it. This characteristic is
true of any geodesic solid, so given the obvious bene-
fits of using this n = 16 arrangement, it would seem

that geodesic solids are one possible solution for obtain-
ing high-n measurement sets with robust bounds. Con-
struction of a geodesic solid does not require two Platonic
solids to be superimposed, but only requires vertices to
be added to the face centres of a Platonic solid, or an-
other geodesic solid. Thus, they cannot be constructed
with arbitrary numbers of vertices, but there does not
exist any upper bound upon the number of vertices that
can be used to construct one.

Having seen that the Platonic solids are not necessarily
optimal anyway, the fact that the vertices of a geodesic
solid are not regularly spaced is not really much of a
drawback. Indeed, the viability of geodesic solids may
even raise the point of whether a little asymmetry may be
more optimal than regularly spaced measurements even
for small n. This will be fully explored in Sec. V. Mean-
while, we will use the geodesic solids as a first investiga-
tion into the way asymmetry can affect the derivation of
EPR-steering bounds, enabling more loss-tolerant tests
than any previously calculated.

B. Measurement-independent null result rates

When a cheating Alice suspects that Bob is keeping
track of her null result distribution, her foremost consid-
eration in optimising Sn will be to ensure that this distri-
bution reflects the same profile as that of an honest Alice.
This means that Alice should ensure the probability of
her reporting a null result on any given measurement is
equal to the probability of her reporting a null result on
any other measurement. She must do this, even if submit-
ting nulls more often for some measurements would allow
her to obtain a higher Sn value. In other words, if Bob
does verify that the null rate is independent of Alice’s
supposed setting, then he will be convinced of the reality
of EPR-steering for a lower Sn value than without this
verification, thereby making the test more loss-tolerant.

The uniform spacing of the Platonic solids’ vertices
grants them large symmetry groups; the group of all
transformations which leave the polyhedron invariant. In
particular, all vertices are equivalent under the action
of each solid’s symmetry group. Therefore any cheating
strategy Alice adopts performs precisely as well if it is
symmetrised by application of the symmetry group, and
this ensures that the null-rate can be made independent
of Alice’s supposed setting. For example, when m = 2
for any of the Platonic measurement sets, Alice’s optimal

choice of ρβξ is any state with its spin axis centred on an

edge of the Platonic solid (i.e., equidistant between any
pair of adjacent vertices). Such a strategy is equally op-
timal regardless of which adjacent vertex pair is chosen
because all edges are the same length.

But for any geodesic solid, not all edges are the same
length, so (considering m = 2 again) not all edge-centres
correspond to optimal strategies. Thus, it may not nec-
essarily be possible to use a nondeterministic strategy
that both attains the maximal Sn value and keeps Al-
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FIG. 2: Postselected bounds for n = 7, with and without
consideration given to the symmetry condition.

ice’s null probabilities equal. Such limitations would be
expected to become even more important for the more
complicated cheating strategies [which would be strate-
gies near ε = (1 + n)/2n: the middle of each curve].

For illustration, let us consider the geodesic solid that
is constructed by combining the n = 3 and n = 4 Platonic
solid vertices (because they are dual to one another), to
obtain n = 7. To simply maximise the numerical value of
Sn(ε), without constraining her null probabilities for each
measurement to be equal, Alice can obtain the “asym-
metric” bound in Fig. 2. If a cheating Alice takes care to
obey this symmetry condition, then the maximum Sn(ε)
she can attain is the “symmetric” bound in Fig. 2. The
difference is negligible for most efficiencies, and is most
significant near ε = 1/2. A clearer plot of the numerical
difference between these two bounds is shown later.

Figure 3 shows how a cheating Alice must depart from
her reasonably simple asymmetric strategy in order to
attain the maximum bound under the symmetry condi-
tion. The partitions in this figure show the optimal mix-
ture of deterministic strategies by Alice, for each possi-
ble ε-value. The height of each partition represents the
weighting with which Alice must send Bob each of the
ensembles displayed on the shape within that section, in
order to attain the maximal value of Sn. For example,
Alice’s optimal symmetric strategy for ε = 0.3 requires

Alice to choose Bob’s states ρβξ such that: 10% come

from the ensemble shown on the solid labelled (0,1), 70%
from the (1,1) solid, and 20% from the (1,2) solid. The
states in each ensemble must also be submitted equally
frequently, e.g., in this strategy, the eight states on the
(0,1) solid must each be submitted 10%/8 = 1.25% of the
time, in total.

The bracketed numbers (m3,m4) that label each solid
in Fig. 3 respectively represent the number of non-null

responses, for the associated deterministic strategy, to
Bob’s n = 3 and n = 4 measurements (that make up the
n = 7 set). For a deterministic strategy i, identified with
the pair (mi

3,m
i
4), we calculate the deterministic bound

quite similarly to before, as

Dn(i) = max
{Air}

[
1

n
λmax

(
n3∑
r=1

Airσ̂
β
r +

n3+n4∑
r=n4

Airσ̂
β
r

)]
,

(10)
where σ̂βr corresponds to Bob’s n = 3 measurements for
the 1 ≤ r ≤ n3 ≡ 3 (the first sum), and for the n = 4
measurements for n4 ≡ 4 ≤ r ≤ 7 = n3 + n4 (the second
sum). The index i is over all possible combinations of
(mi

3,m
i
4) and thus the maximisation considers the opti-

mal deterministic ensembles for every such combination
[there will be (n3 + 1)(n4 + 1) of these]. An optimal
nondeterministic strategy is composed of these Dn(i) as

Kn(ε) = max
{wi}

(n3+1)(n4+1)∑
i

wiDn(i)

 , (11)

where wi is the weighting of each deterministic strat-
egy, Dn(i), and is constrained such that

∑
i wi = 1,

and such that the apparent efficiency of the strategy is

ε =
∑(n3+1)(n4+1)
i wi

(
mi

3 +mi
4

)
/ (n3 + n4). Although

constructed slightly differently, these are the same rela-
tions as given in Sec. III B. In order for Kn(ε) to give
the optimal symmetric nondeterministic bound, we must
also constrain Alice’s null probability to be independent
of Bob’s measurement orientation. This can be done by
constraining wi such that the mixing of strategies must
be in proportions where, over the entire nondeterministic
strategy, the null probability for n = 3 is equal to that
for n = 4. Therefore, wi must also satisfy

(n3+1)(n4+1)∑
i

wi
mi
x

nx
= ε, (12)

for both x = 3 and x = 4. Without this constraint,
the optimal cheating strategies for Alice [those shown in
Fig. 3(a)] would lead to very asymmetric reporting of
null results. For example, at ε = 5/7 ≈ 0.714 there is
a single deterministic strategy; the (1, 4) strategy, with
an apparent efficiency of ε = 5/7. This strategy requires
ε3 = 1/3 and ε4 = 1, which means Alice would never
report a null result for one of Bob’s measurements drawn
from the cube (n = 4) but would report a null result 2/3
of the time for one drawn from the octahedron (n = 3).

C. Weighting for the different types of vertices

We have seen that for n = 7, a cheating Alice is able to
attain a symmetric bound almost always as high as her
asymmetric bound, but only if she employs more elabo-
rate mixings of her deterministic strategies. Indeed, at
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FIG. 3: The optimal mixing proportions of Alice’s deterministic cheating strategies when she is maximising Sn for n = 7
without (a), and with (b) the symmetry constraint upon Ar.

almost every ε-value, the optimal symmetric mixings in-
clude more deterministic strategies than just the strate-
gies used to attain the optimal asymmetric bounds at
that ε-value. Clearly, only when using two (or more)
geometrically inequivalent subsets of measurement direc-
tion (as in geodesic solids) could any cheating strategy
attain a higher Sn(ε) with an asymmetric null distribu-
tion than is possible with a symmetric null distribution.
Thus, only when using such inequivalent measurement
subsets can a symmetry condition be used to improve
our EPR-steering bounds (as we observed for n = 7).

From this observation, one may come to suspect a fur-
ther advantage that may be gained in this situation, as
follows. Say an optimal asymmetric cheating strategy
involves Alice reporting more null results for one of the
measurement sets (e.g., the n3 set). This suggests that
a cheating Alice would prefer not to have to report out-

comes for this set at all. Therefore, if Alice were not only
forced to report results for these measurements equally
often, but actually more often than other measurements,
this would, intuitively, make it harder for a cheating Al-
ice to achieve a high correlation Sn, averaged over all
reported results, especially when we impose the restric-
tion that the cheating strategy be symmetric. Thus, us-
ing different weights for different measurement sets in
the expression for the EPR-steering correlation function
could conceivably lower our EPR-steering bounds even
further.

Like the symmetry condition, such an advantage would
clearly only be available to Bob if the set of measure-
ments he employs are not regularly spaced. To make
use of this, we should recall that each measurement was
equally weighted in all of our previous calculations. In-
deed, for any of the Platonic solid measurements, un-
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equal weightings could predictably lead to higher bounds
(attainable by a dishonest Alice by aligning Bob’s LHS
closer to the more highly weighted measurements), but
offer no prospect of lower bounds. The only goal for any
choice of weighting (or, indeed, any choice of measure-
ment set) is to limit the values of Sn that can possibly
be obtained with any cheating strategies. For an honest
Alice, Sn will be solely dependent upon her state’s entan-
glement parameter µ, and her efficiency. Thus, the only
way in which measurement weightings can affect an hon-
est Alice’s capabilities is if a change in weightings changes
our bounds. This is to say; if unequal weightings can
lower our EPR-steering bounds, we can be certain that
this is the only consequence they will effect.

To investigate how the n = 7 EPR-steering bound is
affected when our measurement weightings are not neces-
sarily equal, we will designate the measurement weight-
ing for the octahedral (n = 3) measurements as p3, and
for the cubic (n = 4) measurements as p4. Our previous
expressions for Dn(i) used equal weightings for all mea-
surements, so removing this restriction from Eq. (10) to
include a dependence upon p3 and p4, we obtain

D′7(i) = max
{Air}

[
λmax

(
n3∑
r=1

Airσ̂
β
r

p3
3

+

n3+n4∑
r=n4

Airσ̂
β
r

p4
4

)]
,

(13)
with p3 + p4 = 1. Note (from this expression) that
p3 = p4 = 0.5 does not define equal measurement weight-
ings because there are three octahedron (n = 3) measure-
ments and four cube (n = 4) measurements in our set of
seven. Therefore, each measurement is chosen equally
often with the balanced weightings p3 = 3/7, p4 = 4/7.

When Bob chooses unbalanced weightings (which we
will refer to as px in the general case), Alice’s optimal de-
terministic strategies will likely change. However, even
with Eq. (10) replaced by Eq. (13), Alice’s optimal non-
deterministic strategies are still described by Eq. (11),
and we will still constrain Alice to satisfy the symmetry
condition, Eq. (12). Upon calculating the values of these
bounds as a function of px, we find that Bob can indeed
alter his px values to lower the EPR-steering bound for
almost all ε-values. Figure 4 plots the values of p3 and
p4 that yield the lowest possible EPR-steering bounds for
our n = 7 geodesic measurements. From this figure, it is
clear that EPR-steering can be more easily demonstrated
by using unbalanced measurement weightings.

Moreover, the optimal way to unbalance the correla-
tion function is in line with the intuitive argument we
used to motivate this unbalancing at the beginning of
this section: to more heavily weight the measurements
which give lower results in Alice’s cheating strategies.
Appendix A gives more detail as to how this is shown by
the behaviour of Fig. 4.

However, at most ε-values, the magnitude of the im-
provement we obtain in k7(ε) by using the optimal
weightings shown in Fig. 4 is on the same scale as the
difference between the two n = 7 bounds in Fig. 2; so it
would not be very useful to plot the postselected values

FIG. 4: Optimal mixing proportions of octahedral measure-
ments (p3) and cubic measurements (p4) for the variable-pr
n = 7 bounds. The dashed line indicates balanced weighting.
The line stops at ε = 1/7 because EPR-steering is impossible
below that point.

FIG. 5: Numerical improvement from the asymmetric n =
7 geodesic bounds to: (A) the symmetric bounds, (B) the
variable probability bounds, and, (C) the optimal bounds.

for these bounds. Instead, we have shown, in Fig. 5, the
difference between the optimally weighted bounds and
the original asymmetric bounds for n = 7 (as function
“B”). This figure also includes the difference between
the asymmetric bounds and the symmetric bounds (func-
tion “A”), so the spacing between these two functions is
the degree of improvement that the optimally weighted
bounds offer over the symmetric bounds. On this figure,
which is approximately one-fourteenth the vertical scale
of Fig. 2, we can observe that the optimally weighted
bounds offer improvement at almost every ε-value, but
given the scale upon which this change is visible, it can
be said that there is not a significant improvement any-
where except near ε = 1. The function “C” in this graph
shows the improvement gained from further types of op-
timisation that we discuss in the next section.
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V. OPTIMISED MEASUREMENT STRATEGIES

Our choices of measurement sets thus far have all been
built upon the idea that regularly spaced measurement
orientations should be of the most benefit for a rigor-
ous test of EPR-Steering. However, in Fig. 1 we saw
that regularly spaced measurements for n = 4 are def-
initely not optimal, and in Sec. IV we have observed
several distinct advantages that only exist for measure-
ments that are not regularly spaced (because they com-
bine two Platonic solids). Including these advantages for
the n = 7 geodesic solid gives bounds better than the
Platonic bounds for n = 6 around ε ≈ 0.5. However,
they are actually worse than the Platonic n = 6 bounds
for ε ∈ [0.24, 0.44] ∪ [0.52, 0.82], meaning that even this
scheme cannot be optimal for n = 7.

These observations motivate considering the even more
general case, where we do not have two (or more) sets
of measurements, but rather where we treat each mea-
surement setting independently. That is, we fix only the
number of settings n, and, for each ε, optimise the n di-
rections defining the n measurements, and the n weight-
ings defining the correlation function.

To investigate this, we must return to our definition
of Sn, redefining it as generally as possible. Our use of
{σ̂βr } already allows arbitrary measurement directions,
so we need only define a weight for each r-term, which
we will denote pr, normalised according to

∑n
r=1 pr = 1.

Thus, the (non-postselected) form of Sn that we consider
is

Sn(ε) = −
n∑
r=1

EAr
[
Ar〈σ̂βr 〉Ar

]
pr. (14)

In this scenario (just as in Sec. IV C), it is not actu-
ally necessary for Bob to experimentally choose measure-
ment setting r with probability pr in order to calculate
Eq. (14); he can choose different settings with arbitrary
frequency and merely weight each term appropriately in
his calculation of Sn.

To obtain the strongest bounds for variable measure-
ment sets, it will clearly be necessary to employ our sym-
metry condition. In a form which is independent of mea-
surement orientations (or relationships thereof), the con-
dition a cheating Alice must meet for her null probabili-
ties to be independent of measurement orientation is∑

i

wi|Air| = ε,∀r, (15)

where for a given deterministic strategy i, Air is the result
she reports when Bob measured with setting r, and wi
is the probability with which she chooses each strategy.
Note that |Air| ∈ {0, 1} is the efficiency for measurement r
under strategy i. Alice’s optimal deterministic strategies
are those which attain the maximum in the expression,

Dn(i) = max
{Air}

[
λmax

(
n∑
r

Airσ̂
β
r pr

)]
. (16)

This looks markedly more similar to Eq. (7) than it does
to Eq. (10) or Eq. (13), but its only deviation from any
of these equations is that, to define it with generality, we
must take the i index to denote the optimal deterministic
strategies for each possible permutation of null/non-null
values for all measurements. That is, for n measure-
ments, where we now label mi

r = |Air| ∈ {1, 0}, we must
consider the optimal deterministic strategies for all 2n

possible values of the list of (mi
1,m

i
2, . . . ,m

i
n−1,m

i
n).

Thus, to employ our generalised symmetry constraint,
the maximal nondeterministic bound on Sn cannot be
defined by Eq. (8), which is not compatible with Eq. (15),
but must be defined as

Kn(ε) = max
{wi}

[
2n∑
i=1

wiDn(i)

]
, (17)

where, most generally, i indexes the set of all possible de-
terministic strategies, {Dn(i)}. This is because if Alice’s
numerically optimal nondeterministic strategies cannot
be arranged to satisfy the symmetry condition, she will
need to use some suboptimal deterministic strategies in
order to satisfy this condition (and to maintain a reason-
ably high value for Sn).

While Bob’s choice and implementation of {pr} are of
no consequence to an honest Alice (except in their capac-
ity to lower the EPR-steering bound), it merits brief ob-
servation that a cheating Alice cannot attain the bounds
Kn(ε) on Sn(ε) without knowing what {pr} will be, since
the optimal deterministic strategies defined by Eq. (16)
involve pr. (The same is true of the px in Sec. IV C.) But,
as described above, Bob’s only priority in choosing {pr}
is to make the EPR-steering bound as low as possible.

So, given some measurement set {σ̂βr } and set of
weights {pr}, we can calculate Kn(ε) from Eq. (17).
Thus, in terms of the post-selected Sn(ε), as we have been
using, the EPR-steering bound is kn(ε) = Kn(ε)/ε. Cal-
culating which measurements and weightings minimise
kn(ε) requires searching simultaneously over all σ̂βr and
pr variables. Thus, we can only define the optimal value
of kn(ε) as

cn(ε) = min
{pr}

[
min
{σr}

(kn(ε))

]
. (18)

We can minimise the dimensionality of this problem by
holding static the direction of the first σ̂βr and the plane
of the second, and defining one pr from the other n − 1
of them (using their completeness relation), but this still
leaves a search space of 3n − 4 scalar variables. More-
over, such an optimisation is required for every differ-
ent ε value. Performing such optimisations numerically
does not require unreasonable amounts of computational
power for moderate n [28]. The sets {σ̂βr } and {pr} that
achieve the minimum bound, cn(ε), define the optimal
steering experiment using Werner states, n measurement
settings, and an apparent efficiency of ε.
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FIG. 6: Comparison of optimised n = 4 bounds with n = 3
and n = 4 Platonic bounds.

A. Optimal EPR-steering bounds for n = 4

We observed earlier in Fig. 1 that for 0.48 . ε . 0.58,
the Platonic solid EPR-steering bound for n = 4 (cube)
was not as loss-tolerant as the n = 3 (octahedron) bound,
which would not be possible were it an optimal set of four
measurements. This makes n = 4 the obvious place to
start for our optimisation.

This optimisation was performed for n = 4 at 18 differ-
ent ε values, with spacing ∆ε = 0.75/18 ≈ 0.042 between
each value. The EPR-steering bounds cn(ε) yielded by
each optimised measurement strategy are shown in Fig. 6.
For comparison, this figure also displays the Platonic
solid bounds for n = 3 and n = 4. One might expect
us to show also the n = 3 optimised bounds, but it turns
out that the octahedral measurement strategy for n = 3
is already an optimal measurement strategy for every ε.
(At least this is what we found after performing the opti-
misation for n = 3 over a large range of ε values.) It was
concluded that the same is true of the square strategy for
n = 2.

In Fig. 6, the points on the Platonic solid curves are
optimal deterministic strategies, and the lines are the
nondeterministic strategies corresponding to the opti-
mal bounds for these measurement sets, as usual. But
on the optimised measurement curve, the only bounds
which are definitely optimal are the data points, as these
are the only ε values for which optimisations have been
performed. The curve connecting these points is calcu-
lated from nondeterministic mixings of these optimised
bounds. However, analysis of these data points indi-
cates that the optimal values of {pr} and {σ̂βr } vary
quite slowly relative to ∆ε, so this curve almost certainly
closely approximates the intermediate optimal bounds.

As we can see, the optimal bounds for n = 4 are lower

FIG. 7: The solid representing the optimal measurement ar-
rangements for n = 4 when ε = 0.5, from two different angles.
The two vertices at the top of (a) are the same two vertices
in the centre of (b).

than the n = 3 bounds in all places, which more than
fulfils our motivating requirement that optimal n = 4
bounds should have c4(ε) ≤ c3(ε) ∀ε. Indeed, the op-
timised bounds are also visibly lower than the n = 4
Platonic solid bounds for ε & 0.42, but converge with the
Platonic bounds as ε↘ 0.25.

Performing the minimisation in Eq. (18) for n = 4,
with a large number of ε-values, reveals that the optimal
measurement strategy for n = 4 is still to use equally
weighted cubic vertices for ε . 0.42, but as ε increases,
the optimal measurement strategy deviates from the cube
(as a seemingly continuous function of ε), approaching
the spatial configuration shown in Fig. 7, which repre-
sents the optimal measurement strategy for ε = 0.5. The
optimal values of {pr} at this point are such that the
two measurements in the same plane—the ones that de-
fine the square visible in Fig. 7(b)—have weightings of
pr = 1/3, and the other two measurements have weight-
ings of pr = 1/6.

As ε increases above ε = 0.5, this optimal measure-
ment strategy undergoes another continuous transition,
and at ε = 1, the optimal arrangement becomes that
shown in Fig. 8(a): three measurements almost (but
not quite) equally spaced in the same plane—the op-
timal lengths of their edges seem to be around 1.03,
1.00, and 0.97, and this performs better than exactly
equally spaced measurements—and a fourth perpendicu-
lar to them. The weightings associated with these mea-
surements are pr ≈ 0.23 for the three planar measure-
ments, and pr ≈ 0.31 for the extraplanar measurement.

B. Optimal EPR-steering Bounds for n ≥ 4

Although we found the Platonic solid bound for n = 3
to be an optimal bound, the clear improvement of the op-
timal n = 4 bounds over their Platonic solid counterparts
strongly suggests that there may be room for improve-
ment in the other Platonic solid measurement strategies.
Upon calculating a series of optimal strategies for n = 5,
this suggestion becomes an insistence, since we find that
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FIG. 8: The solids representing the optimal measurement ar-
rangements (when ε = 1) for (a): n = 4, (b): n = 5, (c):
n = 6, and (d): n = 7. (b) and (c) can be thought of as
“top-down” compared to the perspective of (a).

FIG. 9: Numerical difference between Platonic bounds and
optimised bounds for n = 4 and n = 6.

the optimal bounds for n = 5 are again better than the
Platonic bounds for n = 6 in a range near ε = 0.5 (we plot
the n = 5 curve later, in Fig. 11). Calculating optimal
measurement strategies for n = 6 gives bounds that are,
as expected, equal to the Platonic bounds in some places,
but slightly better in most. In Fig. 9, we have plotted
the quantitative improvement that the optimised bounds
offer over the Platonic bounds for n = 4 and n = 6 (more
visibly displayed than the form of Fig. 6 allows).

The maxima and minima in Fig. 9 are indicative of the
advantages that optimised measurement strategies offer
over Platonic measurements, so we explain in Appendix
B what causes them to occur. At each point, it seems
that the most beneficial measurement sets should gener-
ally be reasonably close to being regularly spaced, but
not quite. The most beneficial {pr} sets merely augment
these properties, with most pr being close to equal, but
slightly higher for measurements that are the most out-
lying.

FIG. 10: The solid representing the optimal measurement
arrangements for n = 8 when ε = 1, from two different angles.
The vertex at the top of (a) is the same vertex as in the centre
of (b).

Based on an exploration of optimised strategies for
4 ≤ n ≤ 10 (though less comprehensively for n = 9
and n = 10), similar behaviours seem to be generally ap-
plicable to the optimal strategies for any n. Indeed, the
optimal measurement arrangements for n = 5, 6, and 7
have obvious traits in common with those for n = 4. If
we define the vertices of a solid from our optimised mea-
surement orientations, we obtain solids for n = 5 and
n = 6 that have almost the same arrangement of three
equatorial vertex pairs that n = 4 elicits. For n = 5 and
n = 6, the only substantial difference from the n = 4
case is that the single vertex at the top of that figure is
replaced by a pair of vertices for n = 5, and a (scalene,
but nearly equilateral) triangle of vertices for n = 6.

This property is made as visible as possible in
Figs. 8(b) and 8(c), with their three planar vertex pairs
being the six outermost vertices visible on both of those
images. The optimal solid for n = 7, on the other hand,
breaks with this pattern, but still shows a noticeable sim-
ilarity to the n = 4 shape. Shown in Fig. 8(d), this solid
has the same top-down profile as the n = 4 solid, centred
on a “top-bottom” vertex pair. Unlike n = 4, the remain-
ing vertices are not arranged in a single plane, but are
arranged in two parallel planes with three vertex pairs
defining each one—which is the source of the similarity
between our n = 4 and n = 7 shapes. The optimal n = 8
solid shown in Fig. 10 does not bear an immediate resem-
blance to any of the other optimal solids in Figs. 7 or 8,
but can easily be seen to approximate two parallel planes
of vertices with and another vertex orthogonal to them.
The solids shown in Figs. 8 and 10 were all generated
from ε = 1 optimisations, and do change slightly with ε,
but retain the same general arrangements at all points.

In addition to this, the optimal EPR-steering bounds
for n = 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 all seem to adopt the same gen-
eral behaviour that we have observed in our analysis of
the above bounds. If we return to Fig. 5, we can see
that the improvement of the optimised n = 7 bounds
over the other examples does follow a similar pattern to
that observed in Fig. 9 for n = 4 and 6. Around ε ≈ 0.3
and ε ≈ 0.75, our optimised n = 7 bounds offer little
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FIG. 11: Optimised EPR-steering bounds for n = 2, 3, 5, and
8, with the analytical infinite measurement limit included.
The n = 2 and n = 3 bounds are equal to the Platonic bounds.

improvement upon their more regularly spaced counter-
parts, for the same reasons described above. However,
Fig. 5 shows that for n = 7 (at least), the improvements
of the optimised bounds at ε ≈ 1 are largely due to the
advantage of unequal measurement weightings.

Returning to Fig. 9, a final trend to discuss is that
the improvement in n = 4 bounds, at all points, exceeds
the improvement in n = 6 bounds. Seeing as the Pla-
tonic n = 4 bounds were the only ones to be outper-
formed by another Platonic solid at any point, this is
not surprising. However, perhaps a better framing of the
reasons for this can be seen in the tendency of higher n-
values to yield bounds ever closer to the infinite measure-
ment limit—the lowest possible values that EPR-steering
bounds can take, regardless of measurement number—
analytically calculated in Ref. [8]. This limit can be ex-
pressed as a diagonal line on our graphs, and is shown in
Fig. 11. As n increases, the Platonic bounds (in Fig. 1)
approach this diagonal, but with every step towards it
being smaller than the last (with respect to their in-
creases in n). We would expect that optimised EPR-
steering bounds should also approach this limit in a sim-
ilarly asymptotic manner, albeit more swiftly than sub-
optimal bounds. Therefore, it should be reasonable to
expect that the closer a Platonic bound is to the n =∞
line, the smaller the advantage conferred by optimising
it, just as with the advantage conferred by increasing
measurement number.

As expected, we find that the optimised EPR-steering
bounds do approach the n = ∞ bound more quickly
(with respect to n) than the Platonic bounds do. The op-
timised bounds for n = 2, 3, 5, and 8 are shown in Fig. 11,
and at almost every ε-value, the optimised n = 8 bounds
seen here are actually closer to the diagonal than the

Platonic n = 10 bounds are (especially around ε = 0.5,
where the n = 10 bounds are inferior to every opti-
mised bound with n > 4). Indeed, the proximity of the
bounds in Fig. 11 to the diagonal limit shows that with
n = 8, these measurement strategies are considerably
loss-tolerant, and have very little room for improvement.
However, any optimised strategy with n > 8 is guaran-
teed to be at least as loss-tolerant, and at least as close
to the diagonal as the best bounds in Fig. 11 (and will
necessarily be incrementally closer for at least some range
near ε = 1/n).

In Fig. 11, this trend is easily observed, but here we can
also see the relevance of regularly spaced measurements
being close to optimal around ε ≈ 0.3 and ε ≈ 0.75:
Around these places, the Platonic bounds (for n = 6 and
10, at least) were already reasonably close to their graph’s
diagonal. Thus, it stands to reason that these would
be ε values where the possible advantages of any other
measurement strategies would generally be most limited.
This also offers insight as to why the greatest advantages
for our optimised bounds were around ε ≈ 0.5 and ε ≈ 1.
Such behaviour is reassuring to see in optimised bounds,
since it is reasonable that only with optimal bounds can
we see higher n-values necessarily leading to bounds that
are incrementially closer to a diagonal line each time.

VI. CONCLUSION

In our consideration of EPR-steering tests for two-
qubit Werner states, we have confirmed our earlier con-
clusion [21] that the detection loophole in these tests can
be closed without necessarily placing any particularly de-
manding experimental constraints upon one’s detection
efficiency. This can be accomplished by employing a large
number n of measurements in each test. However, we
have also shown, contrary to the assumptions of previous
experiments, that measurement sets based upon Platonic
solids are, in general, suboptimal.

Of course, Platonic solids are suboptimal in that they
are restricted to n ≤ 10, but this limit can be overcome by
combining Platonic solids to make geodesic solids (which
can be defined for arbitrarily large n if desired). The
more interesting point is that Platonic solids are demon-
strably suboptimal even for n as small as 4. Specifically
for some values of Alice’s efficiency, there are Werner
states which do not violate the EPR-steering inequality
for the n = 4 Platonic solid, when we know that EPR-
steering can be demonstrated even with n = 3.

Considering geodesic solids and how to test Alice’s
steering ability most rigorously pointed the way to defin-
ing the optimal steering tests for any n, even those for
which there exist no Platonic solid or geodesic solid. This
means that more measurements can always yield more
loss-tolerant tests of EPR-steering. More importantly, it
means that even with n relatively small, tests of EPR-
steering can be much more loss-tolerant than with Pla-
tonic solids, or any other merely intuitive strategies.
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We calculated and explored the optimal measurement
strategies for measurement numbers of n = 3, 4, 5, 6, 7,
and 8, but were prevented from easily exploring the op-
timal strategies for n ≥ 9 by the computational demands
of their numerical derivations. For this reason, we should
conclude that geodesic measurement sets may be a more
practical alternative than truly optimal measurements
for loss-tolerant experimental tests of EPR-steering for
large n. Optimising the EPR-steering inequalities for
geodesic measurements do require numerical minimisa-
tion, but the number of parameters scales only loga-
rithmically with the number of settings n. This is sig-
nificantly less demanding than generating a fully opti-
mal measurement strategy and inequality for n settings,
which has 3n− 4 free parameters. We note that a recent
paper [26] has suggested an alternate method for demon-
strating steering with large numbers of measurements,
by using random bases, although without consideration
of inefficiency or loss.

Finally, we note that further work would be required to
turn the EPR-steering inequalities we have derived here
into truly experimentally applicable inequalities. There
are two reasons for this. First, we have assumed that
Bob’s detectors are completely characterised, with no un-
known systematic errors. Second, we have allowed Bob
to place restrictions on Alice’s reported results (that the
frequencies of nulls are independent of his setting) which
cannot be exactly verified from any finite data set. A
completely rigorous experimental test would have to in-
clude the (very small) increase in the ability of an un-
trusted Alice to cheat by exploiting the imperfections of
Bob’s measurement apparatus, and any allowed devia-
tion of her null-rates from the average.
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Appendix A: BEHAVIOUR OF FIG. 4

The behaviour of Fig. 4 is clearly meaningful, though
its implications are not immediately obvious. It sup-
ports the general hypothesis that optimal weightings en-
tail lower weights for measurements with higher results
in Alice’s optimal cheating strategies. For example, the
peak in p3 at ε = 0.5 in Fig. 4 occurs in a region where
the average results of the n3 measurements are lower than
the n4 measurements. At this point, Alice’s optimal mix-
ing of deterministic strategies is the same as at ε = 0.5
in Fig. 3, this being a 50% mix of the (1,2) and (2,2)
strategies. The optimal configurations of non-null mea-
surements in the (2,2) strategy are such that the optimal
LHS orientations shown on the (2,2) solid in Fig. 3 are

always the optimal orientations for the (2,2) strategy, re-
gardless of p3, and these give slightly higher results for
the n3 measurements, on average. The (1,2) strategy
is not as symmetric as the (2,2) strategy, and its opti-
mal LHS orientations do change with p3, but they still
give higher average results for the n4 measurements with
any px such that p3 ≤ 1/

√
3 ≈ 0.58 (the difference be-

tween these average n3 and n4 results being much greater
than the same difference in the (2,2) strategy). Above
that, the (1,2) ensembles start giving higher n3 results,
on average. Thus, the results of Alice’s optimal cheat-
ing strategy at ε = 0.5 are lowest when Bob chooses
p3 ≈ 1/

√
3 ≈ 0.58.

The particularly obvious discontinuity at ε = 0.6 in
Fig. 4 is also caused (in part) by the marked symmetry
of the (2,2) strategy, but in conjunction with the (1,4)
strategy. Just as for the (2,2) strategy, the optimal LHS
orientation for the (1,4) strategy does not change no mat-
ter how px changes. Unlike (2,2), the (1,4) strategy yields
higher average results for the n4 measurements than the
n3 measurements. However, the symmetry condition re-
stricts Alice’s mixture of these two strategies at ε = 0.6
to weight the (2,2) strategy four times more heavily than
the (1,4) strategy (as can be seen in Fig. 3). The dif-
ference between the average n3 and n4 results in (2,2) is
not greater than that difference in (1,4), but this differ-
ence in (2,2) is greater than a quarter of the difference
in (1,4). Since the symmetry condition requires Alice to
use an 80:20 ratio of these two strategies, any increase in
p4 will thus lower k7(0.6). Because px does not affect the
optimal LHS orientations for (2,2) or (1,4), the optimal
value of p4 at ε = 0.6 is therefore p4 = 1. This kind
of collapse is only possible when the optimal mixture is
composed only of strategies with the symmetric charac-
teristics of the (2,2) and (1,4) strategies. This mixture
itself is only the optimal one because the differences be-
tween the average n3 and n4 results, in both the (2,2) and
(1,4) strategies, is small enough that even when p4 = 1,
there simply does not happen to be any other possible
mixture of strategies that can attain as high a value of
S7(ε) while still maintaining ε = 0.6. Indeed, we can
see in Fig. 5 that the improvement at ε = 0.6 is only
about ∆k7(0.6) ≈ 0.002. Thus, this anomaly provides
a good example of how strategically unbalanced weight-
ings allow us to optimally utilise a chosen set of geodesic
measurements.

Appendix B: BEHAVIOUR OF FIG. 9

a. No advantage at ε . 0.4. At ε = 1/n, all mea-
surement strategies necessarily yield the same bounds,
and for other efficiencies close to ε = 1/n, a cheating Al-
ice can easily choose nulls for most of her measurement
results, and select states for Bob that are equidistant be-
tween the non-null measurements. Thus, for these ε val-
ues, being as far apart as possible (i.e., regularly spaced)
is of most importance in a measurement strategy, which
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is why the Platonic measurements are optimal or quite
nearly optimal in this range.

b. Little or no advantage at ε ≈ 0.75. A similar
principle applies for the minima to the right of the central
peak in Fig. 9, when Alice must choose most of her re-
sults to be non-null. With non-regularly spaced measure-
ments, Alice can often compose her deterministic strate-
gies for εm ≈ 0.75 to have non-null arrangements that are
more closely spaced than Platonic measurements allow
(in a non-regular set of orientations, it’s easy to find one
or two that are more isolated from the others, whereas
in a regular set, this is impossible). The symmetry con-
dition curbs this ability somewhat since it requires each
measurement to have the same average non-null probabil-
ity, but when Alice has several m-values between ε ≈ 0.5
and ε = 1 (i.e., when n is large), it becomes easier for her
to mix these closely spaced high-m (εm > 0.75) strate-
gies with low-m strategies that give higher expectation
values for the outlying measurements. This is why the
Platonic strategies are close to optimal around ε ≈ 0.75,
and moreso for n = 6 than n = 4.

c. Large advantage at ε ≈ 0.5. In this regime, Al-
ice’s optimal strategy is to choose roughly the same num-
ber of nulls and non-nulls in each deterministic strategy
[29]. To do this, Alice would need to find closely-spaced
configurations of m ≈ n/2 measurements to be non-null,
and must find such configurations in as many directions
as possible. This task is trivial with Platonic measure-
ments, as their symmetry groups are such that a configu-

ration of m nearest-neighbour measurements is the same
configuration for any m nearest neighbours. Therefore,
choosing a set of measurements that are not regularly
spaced offers an advantage in this region. For the n = 4
solid in Fig. 7, for example, every measurement pair is
farther apart than the measurement pairs in the cubic
arrangement, with the exception of the pair of lowest-
weighted measurements. Thus, there is only one pair
of measurements that can offer deterministic strategies
lower than the cube’s, and they have very low weight-
ings. It is in this way that non-regularity of the optimal
measurement sets is easily used to outperform Platonic
measurement sets.

d. Large advantage at ε = 1. Alice’s strategies are
most strongly restricted at ε = 1, where a cheating Al-
ice’s optimal strategy is to align Bob’s state with the spa-
tial average of all of his measurement axes, with a suit-
able choice of sign. For the Platonic solids, this means
choosing ensembles that are either face-centred or vertex-
centred all about the Platonic solid. However, optimised
measurement strategies for ε ≈ 1 tend to have (up to
n = 8, at least) most of their measurements defining a
single plane (or two parallel planes) of vertices, and the
rest clustered near the directions perpendicular to this
plane. The benefit this offers is that the spatial aver-
age(s) of all of these measurements will be farther from
most of them than the Platonic averages are from their
constituent measurements.
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